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Patrick Cain Designs may have only started in 2012, 
but Patrick’s exploration into ceramics began long 
before then. His education in material sciences and 
engineering led him to work for the U.S. government’s 
nuclear program.  Shortly thereafter, Patrick moved to 
Los Angeles as a journalist.  What would become PCD, 
began with furniture that Patrick made for fun, driven 
by the desire to have nice things on his writer’s salary.  
Making one side table quickly grew to an operation that 
produces quality contemporary furniture for architects, 
designers, and private clients across the world.

Formed in the heart of Los Angeles, Patrick Cain 
Designs’ aesthetic epitomizes the diversity and 
texture of the city.  PCD continually pushes boundaries 
and explores the possibilities of furniture design in 
form, medium and function.  Our pieces reflect the 
diverse skills and knowledge of the founder marked by 
the discipline of an engineer, analysis of a scientist and 
curiosity of a journalist.
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___COLOR

Color is one of the best ways to communicate our 
individualities.  PCD empowers our designers and clientele 
to make each piece their own.  While our line carries a score 
of preset colors, we o!er custom color solutions. We have 
the capability to use the Pantone Matching System to 
deliver exactly what you need.  We can send you swatches 
so you can see and feel our products.  Please note that all 
our products are handmade, so colors can vary slightly from 
batch to batch. 
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___OAKLAND





REWORK

___MANUFACTURING

Our collection reflects our commitment to our community, collaborating with 
local artists and suppliers. We take pride in making everything locally with 
our team, who comes from diverse cultural backgrounds and across the gen-
der spectrum.   

Today, that means more than ever. We, as a nation, saw nothing is safe from 
global or domestic chaos.  The ability to make our products in-house is key for 
weathering trade wars, discord, and even a pandemic.

OAKLAND COFFEE TABLE
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___VAUGHN



VAUGHN I



VAUGHN III

VAUGHN II





___FRISCO



FRISCO







___ROMAN



___SAFETY

Our pieces play an important part in commercial, public, and domestic interiors 
around the world.  The PCD collection meets the needs of designers and architects for 
di!erent environments.  For most of our surfaces, we are pleased to o!er Tu!Skin, 
a proprietary material that provides etch and stain protection.  Particularly good 
for concrete, this finish protects against stains, scratches and chipping while also 
creating a non-porous barrier that o!ers an antimicrobial surface.  
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___THE PROCESSAt PCD, we consistently push the 
technological and functional properties of 
our medium – whether it is concrete, or the 
polymers we use to make molds.  Patrick’s 
understanding of the materials on a macro 
and atomic level, gives the shop a scientific 
advantage.  We construct our pieces 
to be resilient, weathering the busiest 
and toughest environments. We develop 
techniques unique to PCD that uses integral 
pigments to sustain color in any condition 
and fiberglass to strengthen our products.  
For us, innovative design goes hand in hand 
with sustainability.  We are constantly 
looking for ways to create processes that 
are environmentally responsible such as our 
use of post-consumer recycled Styrofoam 
to lighten our monolithic concrete pieces. 







THUNDER CLOUD





___CUSTOM





___SWATCHES



PANTONE 282 C

BLEACH NIGHTCAP

PANTONE 3435 C

DOUBLE BLACK BLACK

THESE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO APPLY 
TO THE MANZA AS WELL AS CUSTOM WORK 

SLATE CITY GREY WHITE

MIDNIGHT BLUE

CORAL

MATCHA

BABY BLUE

BLEACHED PINK

OLIVE BRANCH

JR BLUE

BUTTERCREAM

CREME
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